
 

Hello fellow modelers!   
 

 See you Wednesday night! 
  Shane Curtis 

 

Grey hair alert (its like an 
Amber Alert, but for old 
model builders!) 
 
Missing in action this 
month is our president’s 
column.  If you see, him, 
please ask him for the ver-
bal update.   
 
See you all at the 
meeting— editor 

Shane  Curtis 

Nemzetvezető of the Club! 

Scuttlebutt from the president : 

IPMS Prison City Modelers 

December 2015 

The Roll Call 

Club Officers, 2016 

Shane Curtis, President 

jsc9123@yahoo.com 

 

Timothy Moran, Vice President 

tmoran3232@aol.com  

 

Ed Burgess, Treasurer 

edwinthink@gmail.com 

 

Mark Gerges, Secretary 

Newsletter editor, and webpage 

mgerges@kc.rr.com 
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Club contest for 2016 

Time to party— or at least, to build the 

vehicles that the Commies had.  The 

club build for 2016 is Eastern or Com-

munist block, 1946-1991.  Hopefully 

you started building— bring it the club 

in January. 

mailto:jsc9123@yahoo.com
mailto:tmoran3232@aol.com
mailto:edwinthink@gmail.com
mailto:mgerges@kc.rr.com
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To the general acclamation of the assembled masses, the slate of officers for 2016 were voted and approved.  

Shane Curtis, maintaining his popularity with the common folk, was reelected president, and Timothy Mo-

ran, showing the absence does make the heart grow fonder, the vice-president.  Ed Burgess is again the treas-

urer, and Mark Gerges secretary.  Vive la revolution! 

The most important part of the meeting was the donation of our annual book to the library.   This year it is 

Armour Modeling by Osprey Publishing.  

 

 

 

Last meeting recap  

Shane presenting the book to a member of the 

Leavenworth library staff. 

Below: Can it be fixed?  Curt Pangracs brought his BMP-1 and 

showed his problem that he’s had with the paint and finally the clear 

coat— it pitted and bubbled after application.  Can he fix it without 

removing all the finish?  Stay tuned to find out.  



 Donations for School of New Beginnings, Lansing, Kansas 

 Tim Fincham and Doug Hall are accepting donations for The School of New Beginnings Plastic Model Build-

ing Differentiated Education Program.  They accept kits you do not intend to build, old built models or “clunkers” 

that you have, parts of all kinds and supplies.  Please give to Doug Hall or Tim Fincham at the meetings.   

 New Beginnings works with students K – 12  with learning disorders, emotional challenges, and some have 

been trouble with the law.  Plastic modeling provides an opportunity to be creative and keep hands busy with a me-

dium that is new to many of them. 
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Last meeting recap : 

Request for Assistance  

Right: Darryl Combs brought his latest 

sculpture of a Marine corporal in Vi-

etnam.  He sculpted the figure upon a 

resin bust that a friend produces. 

Above: John  Dickinson brought three of his latest card-

board creations— an Apache helicopter,  tank with cam-

ouflage net, and a deuce and a half with cargo in the 

back.  
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Last meeting recap : 

Left: Rick Brownlee hasn’t always 

been a figure and armored car 

modeler, and here’s the proof.  

The FW-190 shows off great use 

of color that Rick is know for, 

particularly the worn and faded 

markings on this aircraft.  

Left: Mark Gerges showed some of the many, many parts that 

is having to scratch build for the 1/125 USS Kidd build.  The 

white plastic  parts are the crane for the torpedo tubes, and 

davits for the two motor launches. On the left are some MI-8 

Hip helicopters in 1/285th scale for wargaming.  

Below: Ed Burgess brought in the track jig he constructed 

for his bulldozer  model.  Other than the tracks being over-

ly complicated and over engineered without any spare links 

provided, it was a great build! 
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What’s on your Workbench?  

Birthdays for January 

 

Larry Todd  7 Jan 

 

 

 

From Ed Burgess: The kit is excellent.  I continue to be impressed by both the 

improvements in model engineering across the hobby.  This Trumpeter kit is a good 

example of the steadily increasing quality of kits.  Everything fits into the required 

holed.  Detailing is first-rate.  Instructions are, mostly, unambiguous, although I had a 

little trouble orienting some of the more complex parts.  Complex it is,throughout.  

You start with a reasonably complete interior, which is mostly a large room in 

which the crew presses buttons and stares at screens.  Decals are provided for this section, but the de-

tails are molded on so to make the decals settle you'd have to sand everything off.  I chose instead to 

use some Sharpie pens and dot the various knobs and levers.  You really can't see any of that once the 

hull is assembled anyway, but I know it's there. 

Next up is the upper body, a large, one-part slide molding that tucks over the bottom very nicely.  Lot 

of detail parts here, and lots of cleaning 

up the detail parts.  Again, everything 

seems to fit right.  Then we get to the 

missile containers and the seriously 
complex structures holding up the 

launch assembly and the radars.  Pa-

tience, dry-fitting, and repeated exami-

nation of the instructions are crucial 

here.  I'm not too far along on this 

part, but I am greatly impressed by the 

fit, the delicate parts, and the com-

pleteness of the representation.  Good 

work Trumpeter! 

This is a six-wheeled vehicle, and you 

could, if you thought it through suffi-

ciently, make the wheels steer.  I'm still 

not sure which wheels steer.  All of 

them could be made to but that seems 

wrong, somehow.  I did find the one major error so far: six wheels, but a certain part, shown six times 

in the instructions, only appears four times on the sprue.  Fortunately that missing piece will be invisible 

to the judges. 

More to come, obviously.  I am thinking of painting it in the standard Russian green, but with parade 

stripes.  A number were sold to various Soviet clients, and were camoed variously, but there did not 

seem to be really satisfactory pictures available.  The fun part is 

the assembly, for me at least, not the paint, but I'll get that part 

eventually.  Not at a point right now where pictures of the build 

make much sense, but here's a shot of the Gecko in travel mode. 
 

From Brooks Lyles: Been working on the give away Churchill 

Crocodile kit JD brought to the last meeting instead of my club 

project.  This was a good one to get back in the groove on though. 
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What’s on your Workbench?  

Scratch built a drivers compartment and tossed in the figures from the Tamiya Matil-

da until I can find a British tank crew.  Attached are a couple pics. Still detailing, 

haven’t decided whether to put the front fenders on or not and don’t have a base, 

but it’s been fun. Just starting to work on the cockpit of the MIG-15... 

 



This is the third arti-
cle about rust. First 
was the formula for 
making rust from 
steel wool, water 
and a healthy dose 

of salt. Second was using oil 
paints to simulate rust. This final 
part is about using acrylic paints 
to add rust.  

I believe using acrylic 
paints for this chore may be the 
easiest, but may be the least 
understood. Generally, acrylics 
are thinned quite a bit with wa-
ter. It can be a question of ap-
plying a number of thinned wa-
ter “washes” on to the base col-
or, and then using a hair dryer to 
speed up the drying time, in be-
tween layers. With acrylics, the 
correct opacity or transparency 
of a mixed wash is critical. It 
takes practice to catch on; to 

learn how opaque or transparent 
that particular wash should be 
for the layer you are considering. 

In the photo, number 1. a 
piece of auto safety glass was 
used for a palette. On the pal-
ette, are dollops of raw umber on 
the left, then bright red, then or-
ange.  Mix the three colors with 
water, in a semi-transparent 
wash on the palette. There is 
also a container of clear water, a 
wet sponge, and below a wet 
cotton cloth. When I create a 
wash with paint and a water mix 
on the palette, I charge the 
brush with the wash mixture and 
then touch the SIDE of the brush 
to the folded white cotton cloth, 
to rid the brush of the extra 
moisture. An important step. 
Photo 2 shows the side of an 
automobile part before I applied 
a mixture of acrylic to simulate 
rust. Photos 3. Shows the same 
part after I applied the acrylic 
wash of rust. Photos 4. and 5. 
are other examples of auto parts 
after the acrylic washes were 
applied. With some practice you 
will get the results you want. 

Simulating rust with acrylics is the 
fastest of the three methods.  
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What’s on your Workbench? 

Mark Gerges is painting a 1:16th scale Tiger II for a friend, and sent along a photo of the initial camouflage 
pattern.  The tank will be from the 502nd Heavy Tank Battalion, 2nd SS Panzer Division in the fall of 1944.  
The original model was designed for radio control, 
so the hull is metal, with working torsion bars road 
wheels.  The most challenging thing is the size of 
the tank, making it a challenge to move around to 
paint and the amount of paint needed to cover. 
Next step adding the Archer dry transfers, and 
then starting to chipping the paint and add  the 
varying stages of weathering.  
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Wasting time on the web 

Soldering brass and PE:  

  During the February meeting, the demo will be soldiering photo-

etched and brass. Here’s an article that gives some tips and gives 

you background on the process.  Next month, come ready to ask 

some questions.  Here’s the link:  Soldering brass and PE 

3D printed tank model: 
Shapeways, a 3D printing company, is coming out with what they 

advertise as the first complete 3D printed model, of a Hotchkiss H-

35.  The entire model is not released yet, but some of the modules are now available.   For more information, 

check out the Shapeway shops: http://www.shapeways.com/shops/ets35 

 

Hobbies are Good for you:  
The Guardian newspaper from the UK had an interesting article 

about people and enjoying hobbies.  In a study conducted by the 

Society for Personality and Social Psychology, people who val-

ue their time and improving themselves over money are happier 

people.  Here’s the entire article:   Hobbies make us happier – so 

ignore the mockery, and enjoy 

 

http://www.armorama.com/modules.php?op=modload&name=features&file=view&artid=6839
http://www.shapeways.com/shops/ets35
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jan/11/hobbies-happier-gardening-bird-watching-stroking-cat
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jan/11/hobbies-happier-gardening-bird-watching-stroking-cat


 

Need a club 

polo shirt 

or hat?  

contact the 

secretary to 

order.  

 

Want to carpool to one of 

these shows?  Bring it up at 

the meeting, or send a group 

message.   

 

Have any ideas for new fea-

tures, or have something to 

contribute? Send it to me.: 

mgerges@kc.rr.com 

 

 

 

Please volunteer for a demo.  We 

particularly in need of canopy 

masking and metallic finishes on 

aircraft.  

20 January: Larry Todd, parting lines 

on cars, etc 

17 February: Mark Gerges, soldering 

P-E 

16 March: Joseph Hrenchir on rigging 

aircraft 

20 April: volunteer needed 

18 May: Rick Brownlee, Aves Clay-

Shay uses 

 

Meetings:  

third Wednesday of the month 

at the Leavenworth Public Library 

417 Spruce Street, Leavenworth 

IPMS Prison City Modelers 

12 March 2016: KCCON 2016.  Kansas City First Church of the Nazarene, 11811 State Line 

Road, Kansas City. http://www.ipmsgreatplains.org/ IPMS Great Plains Stuart Malone , 

816 560 8282  

2 April 2016: OMAHCON 2016.  Strategic Air and Space Museum, 28210 W Park Hwy, Ash-

land, NE.  http://fortcrookipms.com/ IPMS Ft. Crook, Scott Hackney   402-861-1999.  

23 April 2016: FLEACON 12. Monticello Berndes Center, 766 North Main Street, Monticello, 

Iowa 52310.  www.lippischmodelclub.org, IPMS Cedar Rapids Dr Alexander Lippisch. 

11-12 June 2016: Heartland Model Car Nationals.  Overland Park Convention Center 

6000 College Blvd, Overland Park.  KC Slammers, Vern Lyon,   913-522-9170.  

 17 September 2016: 9th Annual LEAVENWORTH MODEL SHOW, http://

leavenworthmodelersclub.org/contest/ 109 Delaware Street, Leavenworth, KS.  Mark 

Gerges, mgerges@kc.rr.com. (913) 680-0066.  Special theme:  to be determined 

Upcoming events : 

W E ’ RE  ON  T HE  WEB—  

HTTP : / /

LEAVENWORTHMODELERSCLUB . ORG /  

 

Club Demo Schedule  
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Thoughts taken out of context: 

“Man, is he ever going to 

update these quotes?”  

 

 

Frustrated club member, waiting for Ed 

to say something quotable.     
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Shameless advertising page  

IPMS survey: 
A few weeks ago, chapter contacts were sent a link to a survey being done 

by some graduate students for IPMS.  It takes about three minutes to take— 

if you have the time, here’s the link: IPMS survey 

 

Things that drive modelers nuts 

This photo shows a Soviet built SU-100, in Yemen in the fall of 2015.  The SU-100 is a tank destroyer, armed with 

a 100mm gun in a fixed superstructure.  Built between 1944 and 1947, 

this vehicle must be at least  seventy years old— and still in operation 

with the Yemen government forces. Looks pretty good for something 

that old.  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/10TrAs_eVyOpfp2FSGQyanYuBGINKirfgvX7PsHvP7Bs/viewform?c=0&w=1

